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Abstract
What is the average number of production stages for the US? Is production more fragmented now than decades ago? To answer these questions, I develop two simple measures
of vertical fragmentation of production chains across plants using input-output tables.
Against common belief, I find that production has become less vertically fragmented over
the past 50 years, whether I include services or focus on tradable goods. At least half
of this decrease corresponds to a shift of value-added towards industries that are closer
to final demand, while early stages contribute less to the value of final goods. Also, the
production of more complex goods appears to be relatively less vertically fragmented. I
show that international trade has provided new opportunities to fragment production and
dampened the overall decline in vertical fragmentation. Finally, I provide an alternative
application of this index to the study of comparative advantage along production chains:
I show that goods involving fewer production stages and closer to final demand are more
likely to be imported to the US from rich countries.
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Introduction

Recent work has documented the increasing complexity of production chains, with the examples
of iPods, airplanes or cars. In particular, production tends to be more fragmented across
countries (Hummels, Ishii and Yi, 2001), associated with a large growth in intermediate goods
trade. Yet, little is known about the fragmentation of production across plants within countries.
How long are production chains? Is production more fragmented now than decades ago? How
many plants are sequentially involved in production chains (henceforth referred to as vertical
fragmentation) matters for several key issues in trade and other economic aspects. As trade
costs decline, gains from trade are magnified when production is or can be fragmented: not only
consumer can import goods at a lower price, but producers can reduce costs by importing inputs
at lower price as well. Similarly, vertical linkages and the possibility to fragment production
constitute one of the main sources of gains from agglomeration according to Marshall and
recently confirmed by Ellison et al. (forthcoming). Economic development has also put a
traditional emphasis on the role of vertical linkages (Hirshman, 1955) and more recently the
”O-ring” theory (Kremer 1993, Jones 2010).
In this paper, I provide new quantitative analysis on the average length of production chains,
its evolution over time, and its determinants. I develop a simple measure to document the length
of production chains using input-output tables. For the aggregate economy, it corresponds to a
weighted average of the number of plants sequentially involved in production chains, where the
weight is the value that has been added at each stage.1 In closed economy, it equals the ratio
of total gross output to value added. At the industry level, I construct two separate measures
to reflect: i) the number of stages required for production; ii) the number of stages between
production and final consumption.
I calculate these measures of vertical fragmentation for the US using benchmark inputoutput tables from the Bureau of Economic Analysis for a period covering 1947 to 2002. Without the need of plant-level data,2 I can compute the average number of sequential stages (plants)
in production chains weighted by value added at each stage. I find that production chains are
short on average or, equivalently, that most of the value added comes from later stages: the
weighted number of stages is smaller than 2 on average for the aggregate economy.
More surprisingly, I find that the weighted number of production stages has been decreasing
1

Here, stages correspond to plants. This definition may differ from a task-level approach where each task is
defined as one stage.
2
Computing an unweighted measure of the length of production chains at the plant level would require
matched supplier-buyer transaction data which are not available. However, by just using industry input-output
tables it is possible to compute a measure of fragmentation across plants weighted by value added by each plant,
thus bypassing the need of plant-level data.
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Figure 1: Aggregate measure of vertical fragmentation (tradable goods excluding petroleum)
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by more than 10% over the past 50 years. In part, this decrease can be partly explained by
the increasing share of services in total production: services now account for 70% of US GDP
and services generally require fewer production stages than manufacturing industries. However
I find that the number of production stages has also decreased for primary and manufacturing
industries (“tradable” goods). Figure 1 plots the evolution of the weighted number of stages
aggregated over all tradable goods excluding petroleum.
Using more disaggregated data between 1967 and 1992, I examine the determinants of the
number of production stages across 311 industries over time. In particular, I can decompose
the evolution of the aggregate measure of fragmentation into industry compositions effects and
within-industry effects. If we exclude services, I do not find that consumption has shifted
towards less fragmented industries. However, I find a large and significant shift of production
towards industries that are closer to final demand. In other words, early stages contribute less
to the final value of production, whereas more value is added at later stages. This shift can
explain about one half of the overall decrease in the measure of fragmentation.
By looking at fragmentation across industries, I find that vertical fragmentation is negatively
correlated with product specificity, R&D intensity, skill intensity and dependence in external
finance. The number of sequential stages however does not seem to depend significantly on
industry concentration (either proxied by the share of the largest firms in industry production
or the Herfindahl Index). These findings seem surprising if one expects high-tech industries
to have more complex sourcing strategies, but these results seem consistent with incomplete
3

contract theories of the firm applied to the study of the fragmentation of production across
plants.
I specifically examine the role of trade. The decrease in the overall fragmentation of production remains puzzling regarding the reorganization of supply chains across borders (“slicing
up the value chain” using Krugman 1996 terminology). We expect that the large decline in
transport costs over the past decades has provided new opportunities. I find indeed that increased import penetration induced an increase in vertical fragmentation, showing that foreign
outsourcing is not just a substitute to domestic outsourcing.
I perform various checks to confirm the robustness of this measure of fragmentation. One
may be concerned that the input-output classification system is not detailed enough and far
from reflecting the transformation of products along production chains (even if US input-output
matrices are available at a very disaggregated level since 1967). It is therefore essential to examine how the constructed measure of fragmentation can be biased when using imperfectly
disaggregated tables. I do it both from a theoretical and empirical perspective. First, I show
that having an aggregated input-output table does not bias the aggregate measure of fragmentation for a closed economy. Second, I examine the conditions that are required such that
partial aggregation of the input-output table does not yield any bias at the industry level.
Then, I verify empirically that the measure of fragmentation is not significantly biased when it
is constructed from an input-output table artificially aggregated over broader industries (e.g.
at the 2-digit level instead of 6-digit level).
I also conduct further robustness checks to verify that changes in this measure of fragmentation are not driven by price effects. Rapid changes in oil prices may explain short-term changes
in observed fragmentation by magnifying the weight put on early stages (e.g. oil extraction).
Over the long term, however, changes in relative prices of commodities and intermediate goods
cannot explain the overall observed decline. Another concern is that input-output matrices are
computed in producer prices. After reincorporating trade and retail margins, I find a similar
evolution of vertical fragmentation. Finally, in order to better reflect how production chains
are “sliced up”, I construct an alternative index that is (inversely) related to the concentration
of value added along stages of production chains. Using this alternative index leads to the same
conclusion: production has become less vertically fragmented.
This paper is related to various trends of the literature. As the fragmentation of production
is closely related to the decision to outsource, it relates to an extensive amount of studies in
industrial organization on the determinants of vertical integration (see Lafontaine and Slade,
2007, for a survey of previous empirical works). The fragmentation of production also reflects
the division of labor, the development of markets, which in turn may depend on institutions.3
3

See for instance Acemoglu, Johnson and Mitton (2007), Carluccio and Fally (2010) on the role of financial
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The field of international trade has traditionally drawn a lot of attention to the fragmentation
of production, and even more recently as different production stages may occur in different
countries and trade in intermediates now accounts for a large fraction of total world trade
(Yeats, 2001, Campa and Goldberg, 1997). Recent macroeconomic models also incorporate
intermediate goods and vertical linkages which can magnify business cycles and productivity
differences (see Jones, 2010): a better grasp on the extent of the fragmentation of production
is essential to understand the role of these mechanisms.
Previous work in the field of industrial organization generally rely on case studies or industry studies to evaluate the extent of the vertical fragmentation,4 and lack systematic ways
to characterize the aggregate economy and compare industries. Various measurements of integration have been used. Firm size (e.g. Brynjolfsson, Malone, Gurbaxani and Kambil, 1994)
provides a simple index of fragmentation. However it does not disentangle vertical from horizontal fragmentation. Several studies have used the ratio of value added to gross output (first
investigated by Adelman, 1955, applied e.g. by Machiavello, 2009) as an index of vertical integration or fragmentation.5 The closest to this paper are vertical integration indices combining
information on multi-product firms and industry linkages from input-output matrices. Such an
index of vertical integration takes higher values when a firm owns a plant producing goods in an
industry having strong make-buy relationship according to the input-output table (e.g., automobile manufacturing and steel). Such an approach has been taken by Maddigan6 (1981), Hitt
(1999) Fang and Lan (2000), Acemoglu, Johson and Mitton (2007), Acemoglu, Aghion, Griffith
and Zilibotti (forthcoming) among others. This approach has at least three caveats. The first is
that it requires detailed firm-level data with sufficient information on the range of products that
are produced. This makes it difficult to study the evolution of the economy over an extended
period of time and difficult to characterize the economy as a whole. A second caveat is that it is
sensitive to the product classification employed and the lack of sufficiently disaggregated data.7
Another issue is that this index is based on ownership structure rather than actual shipments
of intermediate goods.8 These differences in sample coverage and methodologies might explain
institutions and entry regulations in shaping vertical integration.
4
These include the auto industry, see Helper (1991), Abraham and Taylor (1996); the electronic industry,
see Sturgeon (2002); the aerospace industry, see Masten (1984); the aluminum industry, see Stuckey (1993).
5
My index presents many advantages over this one. By construction, it better accounts for inter-industry
linkages. Second, it is more directly related to vertical fragmentation as it provides an estimation of the average
number of production stages by industry. Interestingly, I show that these two indices coincide for the aggregate
economy: there is equality between my index and the ratio of gross output to value added when I take the
average across all products weighted by their contribution to final demand.
6
“Vertical Industry Connection Index”
7
For instance, if one input is classified in the same category as one of the firm’s product, this firm willl be
interpreted as being vertically integrated even if the output is actually distinct from the input that is needed.
8
A recent paper by Hortacsu and Syverson (2009) show that, remarkably, intra-firm shipments constitute a
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why previous studies have not identified the decrease in vertical fragmentation documented in
this paper.
The trade literature provides various examples of global supply chains and the cross-border
fragmentation of production (e.g. Feenstra, 1998). Moreover, previous papers have developed
indices to measure the extent of vertical specialization (e.g. Hummels, Ishii and Yi, 2001). In
comparison, my paper aims at capturing the fragmentation of production across plants instead
of fragmentation across borders. There is of course a connection: the large decrease in transport
costs over the past decades has provided more opportunities to fragment production. I show
that there isn’t just a substitution between domestic outsourcing and foreign outsourcing, but
firms also rely less on within-plant production.
I also provide an illustration of an alternative use of these measures of fragmentation. I
show that developed and developing countries tend to specialize at different stages along the
value chain. In particular, my results suggest that richer countries such as the US have a
comparative advantage in goods that involve fewer production stages and goods that are closer
to final demand. Previous indices on vertical specialization describe the use of imported inputs
in exported goods or the value-added content in trade (e.g. Hummels, Ishii and Yi, 2001,
Johnson and Noguera, 2010), but are not informative about the position of traded goods along
the value chain and their sorting across countries.
The remaining of the paper contains four sections. Section 2 defines the key indices and
describes their aggregation properties. Section 3 describes the data. In Section 4, I present
descriptive statistics, document the shift of value added towards final stages, discuss potential
explanations of the changes in vertical fragmentation and examine the role of trade. Section 5
presents several robustness checks and Section 6 concludes.

2
2.1

Definition and properties
Production stages and distance to final demand

In this section, I start by constructing two measures Ni and Di defined by industry or product9
(e.g. autos vs. steel) to characterize the position along production chains. For each product, I
define:
very small fraction of all shipments across plants, even when these firms own upstream and downstream plants
in vertically-linked industries. They conclude that the main purpose of cross-ownership in vertically-related
industries is not to facilitate input-output relationships.
9
While the US input-output classification after 1967 is precise enough to name each category as a “product”,
I will henceforth refer to i as an industry. For convenience, time subscripts are dropped in this section and will
be added in the empirical section.
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i) Ni to reflect how many plants (stages) are sequentially involved in the production of this
good i;
ii) Di to measure how many plants this product will go through (e.g. by being assembled with
other products) before reaching final demand. In other words, it captures the distance to
final demand in terms of production stages.
To construct N , I rely on information provided by input-output tables. In particular, we
need data on the value of inputs from industry j used to produce one dollar of goods in industry
i, which we denote by µij . Using these µ’s, I implicitly define Ni for each industry i by:
Ni = 1 +

X

µij Nj

(1)

j

This provides one equation for each industry. This system of linear equations generally has a
unique solution that characterizes Ni .10
If a product doesn’t require any intermediate goods, the measure of fragmentation N equals
one. If production relies on a particular intermediate good, the measure of production stages
N depends on how important intermediate goods are in the production process and on how
many production stages are needed to produce these intermediate goods.
Let us consider a very stylized example. Suppose that a car industry requires 50 cents of
auto parts for each dollar worth of car produced by this industry (the other 50 cents being
value added by the car industry) and assume that auto parts are made from scratch in another
plant. The measure of vertical fragmentation defined above equals 1 for the auto part industry,
and 1 + 0.5 = 1.5 for the car industry. I henceforth name this index the “number of production
stages” but in general, this index is not an integer. Instead it could be considered as the average
number of stages (plants) involved in the production chain, weighted by the value added at
each stage. In this simple example, half of the value has been added in the first stages (going
through 2 plants), while the other half has been added at the last stage. The weighted average
equals 1.5.11
While this measure aims at capturing the sequentiality in production, it obviously does not
reflect all dimensions of complexity of production chains. In particular:
10

By inverting this system of equations, we obtain the (transposed) matrix of total requirements. This
measure of production stages corresponds to the sum of “total requirement” coefficients for a given industry.
11
This weighted measure will be of course strictly less than the actual number of plants involved in a production chain. In Section 5.3, I examine an alternative index, inspired from the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index,
to measure the dispersion of value added along the chain.
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• It does not depend on the number of suppliers producing input j for industry i, as long
as the share of inputs j in industry i’s total costs remain constant. In particular, this
index does not capture the complexity of production when lots of different components
are required for a complex assembly (e.g. aerospace industry). This point is illustrated
in Figure 2, cases 1 and 2.
Figure 2: Vertical vs. horizontal fragmentation: an illustration
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In both cases, each plant 1 to n contributes by 1/n dollar for each dollar of final product.
Case 1 involves sequential production whereas case 2 involves simultaneous production.
In case 1, the measure of fragmentation increases with the number of suppliers because
each of them enters sequentially in production. In case 2, however, they all ship to the
same plant, so the degree of verticality does not depend on how many of them ship to this
plant. In the second case, the measure of vertical fragmentation does not depend on the
number of suppliers. Baldwin and Venables (2010) classify these two cases as “snakes”
and “spiders”; my index only captures snakes and is indifferent to spiders.
• When the input-output table is constructed at the plant level (such as the BEA inputoutput matrix for the US), this index reflects the fragmentation of production across
plants independently from the ownership structure. A similar point has been made by
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Woodrow (1979) about the value-added-to-gross-output ratio: transactions are recorded
in the input-output table even if it involves two plants owned by the same firm. Note
however that, according to Hortacsu and Syverson (2009), shipments across plants belonging to the same firm account for only a very small fraction of total shipments. It
suggests that similar results would be obtained if within-firm transactions were excluded.
• This measure does not depend on the share of imported inputs in intermediate goods
purchase as long as products of the same classification requires the same number of
production stages abroad as domestically.12 Here I simply assume that production of
input j is associated with the same measure Nj whether it is imported or produced
domestically, taking the US as the benchmark.13 In other words, the index does not
differentiate between foreign sourcing (offshoring) and domestic sourcing, as long as both
types of transactions occur across plants. If there is only a substitution between domestic
and foreign sourcing, there is no effect of trade on fragmentation. There is an effect only
if sourcing substitutes to within-plant production.
Whereas Ni reflects the number of stages before obtaining good i, an alternative measure
Di can be constructed to reflect the number of production stages between production of good
i and final demand. For each product i, now we need to know the share of production used
as intermediate goods in industry j. We denote this coefficient by ϕij . In other words, ϕij
denotes the fraction of production from industry i that is purchased as an intermediate good
by industry j. In an open economy, this coefficient ϕ satisfies:
ϕij =

Yj
.µji
Yi + Mi − Xi

where Yi stands for the value of production of good i, Mi for imports and Xi for exports.
For each product i, we define the distance to final demand Di by:
Di = 1 +

X

ϕij Dj

(2)

j

Again, it defines one equation for each industry. This system of linear equations generally has
a unique solution. The intuition behind this index D is similar to N . In the extreme case
12

Input-output tables generally account for both imported and domestically produced inputs. The BEA
tables incorporate the use of imports. However, these tables do not provide information on the share of
imported inputs.
13
This “mirror” assumption might generate a bias if imports are systematically correlated with the number
of production stages. Results from Table 1 and Table 9 show that this is not the case: there is no significant
correlation.
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where the entire production of this good is used as final consumption, this measure of distance
to final demand is one. If part of the production is used as an intermediate good, this index is
greater than 1 and depends on the share of production used as intermediate good and as well
as the number of stages separating the corresponding downstream industry from final demand.
If we think of a sequential production chain where each plant contributes to value added
by the same amount (case 1 in Figure 2), this index D is generally inversely related to N . D
takes high values at early stages and decreases for later stages as N increases. Note that, in
this example, the measure of production stages for the last stage Nn equals the average of the
distance to final demand Di across all plants i weighted by the contribution of each plant to
value added. A similar result holds for the aggregate economy (see Proposition 2).
Before turning to the data and computing these indices, I show that these two indices satisfy
two key aggregation properties. First, the weighted average of these two indices equal the ratio
of gross output to value added for the aggregate economy. Then, I investigate under which
conditions the computation of these two indices does not generate important measurement
errors when the input-output table is partially aggregated.

2.2

Index for the aggregate economy

While both measures Ni and Di are defined for each industry, we need to characterize the
aggregate economy. For aggregation purposes, the key is to consider the correct appropriate
weights to compute averages.
With these two indices in hand, we can compute:
i) The average number of production stages associated with final goods on average. This
makes use of index N . For this purpose, a natural weight is the total value of good i used
for final consumption.
ii) The average number of stages between production and final consumption (distance to
final demand), making use of index D. For this purpose, a natural weight is the value
added by industry i.
I denote by Ci the value of final consumption of good i. It satisfies: Ci = Yi − j µji Yj +Mi −Xi .
It corresponds to total production minus the amount used as intermediate goods by domestic
plants, plus net imports. Similarly, I denote by Vi the value added by industry i. It satisfies:
P
Vi = (1 − j µij )Yi . It equals production of good i minus the total use of intermediate goods
for the production of good i.
P
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Closed economy
In a closed economy, net imports equal zero and Ci = Yi − j µji Yj . Using accounting equalities
and the definition of the index (see proof in the appendix), it turns out that the weighted average
of both measures of fragmentation equal the ratio of gross output to value added:
P

Proposition 1 For a closed economy, the average of the number of production stages Ni across
all industries weighted by their contribution to final demand Ci equals the average distance to
final demand Di weighted by value added Vi , and both equal the ratio of total gross output over
GDP:
P
P
P
Yi
i Ci Ni
i Vi Di
= P
= Pi
P
i Ci
i Vi
i Vi
This result provides an interesting interpretation of the gross-output-to-value-added ratio in
an economy: it equals the average number of production stages and reflects the fragmentation
of production in the economy.14
Note that the ratio of gross output to value added would also be the solution for the
fragmentation index if the input-output matrix only had one industry (i.e. if it were fully
aggregated). If µ is the input-output coefficient for the aggregate economy (i.e. the average
value of intermediate goods needed to produce one dollar of output, which is also the share of
production used as intermediates), this index would be the solution of the following equation:
N = 1 + µN
It’s straightforward to verify that the ratio of gross output to value added is equal to the
1
.
solution of this equation: 1−µ
Open economy
In an open economy, net imports Mi − Xi no longer equal zero. In particular, there is no longer
equality between supply and demand for intermediate goods by domestic industries. In an open
economy, the weighted average of the number of production stages is no longer equal to the ratio
of gross output to GDP, and no longer equal to the average distance to final demand weighted
by value added. Interestingly, the differences between each index and the GO/VA ratio can be
expressed as a correlation term between net imports and each index across products:
14

However at the industry level, please note that both indices Ni and Di differ from the gross-output-tovalue-added ratio (see Table 2).
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Proposition 2 For the aggregate economy, the average of the number of production stages Ni
across all products i weighted by final consumption Ci and the average number of stages between
production and final demand Di weighted by value added Vi satisfy:
P

Ci Ni
P
i Ci
P
i Vi Di
P
i Vi
i

− Xi )(Ni − N̄ )
P
i Ci
P
i (Xi − Mi )(Di − 1)
N̄ +
P
i Vi
P

=
=

i (Mi

N̄ +

(3)
(4)

where N̄ denotes the gross-output-to-value-added ratio.

When net trade (Mi − Xi ) is not correlated with either fragmentation indices Ni or Di , then
the equality to the gross-output to value added ratio continues to hold even in an open economy.
When net imports are positively correlated to the number of production stages Ni , the gross
output to value added ratio underestimate the weighted average number of production stages as
it does not account for the number of production stages embodied in imports. Conversely, the
gross output to value added ratio underestimate the average number of stages to final demand
when a country tends to export goods that are further from final demand.

2.3

Partial aggregation

While both fragmentation indices exhibit interesting aggregation properties when we consider
the aggregate economy, it is also quite robust to partial aggregation, i.e. when the input-output
matrix is not available for finely disaggregated industries but only for (partially) aggregated
industries.
Suppose that industries “1” and “2” are aggregated into industry “a”. The aggregated
input-output coefficients satisfy:
µaa = [Y1 µ11 + Y1 µ12 + Y2 µ21 + Y2 µ22 ]/[Y1 + Y2 ]
µaj = [Y1 µ1j + Y2 µ2j ]/[Y1 + Y2 ]
µia = µi1 + µi2
Coefficients µij remain the same for any i, j ∈
/ {1, 2, a}.
Using these aggregated input output coefficients, we can define an alternative staging index
Ñi where i = a or i ∈
/ {1, 2, a}. This index is generally imperfect, but it should be very close
to the “true” index defined with the disaggregated input-output matrix, taking the average
between industries 1 and 2 weighted by the contribution of industries 1 and 2 to final demand.
To be more precise, I obtain the following proposition:
12

Proposition 3 Ñi = Ni and Ña = [N1 F1 +N2 F2 ]/[F1+F2 ] if one of these conditions is satisfied:
i) N1 = N2
ii) µi1 /µi2 = F1 /F2 across all other industries i ∈
/ {1, 2, a}.
where Fi is defined by the total use of good i by other industries and final consumers:
F1 = Y1 − µ11 Y1 − µ21 Y2
F2 = Y2 − µ12 Y1 − µ22 Y2
Note that if we aggregate over the entire economy, the weights Fi correspond to final consumption.
Intuitively, this proposition states that aggregation generates an unbiased measure of fragmentation either if there is no heterogeneity within an industry (all industries have the same
number of production stages) or if other industries use the different sub-industries (within the
aggregated industry) in the same proportions.15 For instance, if industry “a” is composed of
two sub-industries 1 (downstream) and 2 (upstream) but other industries only use products
from 1, then the property ii) above is satisfied and the index constructed with aggregated IO
matrix corresponds to the weighted average of the true index. This could apply to airplanes
and airplane components: aggregating these two industries doesn’t generate a bias if the airplane industry is the only one using airplane components. Condition ii) could also apply to the
aggregation of tires and car industries if other industries (and final consumers) always use tires
and cars in the same proportions.
In Section 5, I show that aggregation yields very little bias in the construction of the
fragmentation index when I use an artificially aggregated input-output matrix (i.e. after aggregating the US input-output matrix at the 2-digit instead of 6-digit level). The new measure
is very close to the weighted average of the most precise one (< 1% error).
Similar aggregation properties are found for the number of stages between production and
final demand (distance to final demand). This index is stable by partial aggregation if it
is weighted by the value of production minus the use of inputs within the same aggregated
industry.
Proposition 4 D̃i = D̃i and D̃a = [D1 Ṽ1 +D2 Ṽ2 ]/[Ṽ1+Ṽ2 ] if one of these conditions is satisfied:
i) D1 = D2
ii) ϕi,1 /ϕi,2 = V1 /V2 across all other industries i ∈
/ {1, 2, a}.
where Ṽi is the value of production in industry i net of the use of inputs by industries 1 and 2:
Ṽ1 = Y1 [1 − µ11 − µ12 ]
Ṽ1 = Y2 [1 − µ12 − µ22 ]
15

Notice that property ii) is implicitly satisfied when we aggregate across all industries.
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3

Data

The main data sources are the US input-output matrices developed by the Bureau of Economic
Analysis (see Horowitz and Planting, 2009, for a description of the methodology). The US
input-output matrices are unique: they cover the longest time span (since 1947) and are available at a very detailed level (6-digit classification since 1967). Input-output tables for other
countries are generally not available at such disaggregated level or only for a much shorter time
span.16
I use the BEA input-output tables for benchmark years, which are available online.17 Unfortunately, industry classifications are not always homogenous across periods:
• The 1997 and 2002 IO tables are available in the NAICS classification (430 industries);
• The 1967, 72, 77, 82, 87 and 92 IO tables follow the SIC classification (6-digit level);
• The 1963 table follows the SIC classification (4-digit level);
• Previous tables (1947 and 1958) are aggregated across 85 industries.
When I construct the vertical fragmentation index for the aggregate economy I can thus
cover 55 years. When more disaggregated data are required for cross-industry comparisons, I
rather focus on the period 1967 to 1992 which provides a panel of 382 homogenous industries.18
No very precise concordance table is available for NAICS to SIC and so I do not consider the
1997 and 2002 IO tables in my regressions by industry.19
Note that the industry classification is more precise for manufacturing goods and commodities, with 311 disaggregated industries in the manufacturing sector. Some services sectors (such
as retail and wholesale trade) are not described at a detailed level. Also, I complete these data
by a set of various covariates that are used throughout Section 4. The source and construction of these variables are described in the appendix. Given the greater availability of data
for manufacturing industries, regressions performed at the industry level mostly focus on the
manufacturing sector. The manufacturing sector is composed of 311 consolidated input-output
industries, 270 of which having information on all variables.
16

This is particularly the case for input-output tables that have been homogenized across several countries,
e.g. OECD IO Tables (constructed for 40 industries since 1992), IDE-JETRO IO Tables and GTAP IO Tables
(about 80 industries). Among specific countries, Denmark probably has the best coverage (about 200 industries,
since 1966).
17
http://www.bea.gov/industry/io benchmark.htm
18
Some sectors are more disaggregated for certain years but I consolidate these industry classifications to
obtain a homogenous classification across all years. The final one is close to 1987 SIC.
19
See Pierce and Schott (2009) for a discussion. My attempts to include these two years generally confirm
my results for 1967-1992.
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4

Empirical Findings

4.1

Descriptive statistics

Aggregate number of production stages, 1947-2002
The first striking fact is that the weighted average number of production stages for the US
is below 2. This can be seen in Figure 3 showing the ratio of gross output to value added.
Production is not as disintegrated as we could expect. In other words, the value added embodied
in production goes across less than two plants on average before reaching final demand.
Moreover, the fragmentation of production has been decreasing over time. This decrease
in the fragmentation of production has been quite smooth over time except for years 1977 and
1982. An obvious candidate explanation for the peak in 1977 and 1982 is the increase in oil
prices. When I thus reconstruct my index by excluding petroleum-related industries (crude
petroleum and refining), the 1977 and 1982 peak almost disappears and the overall decline in
the fragmentation of production is confirmed.20

1.75
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1.85

1.9

1.95

2

Figure 3: Weighted average number of production stages

1950
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1980

1990

2000

Year
All intermediate goods

Excluding petroleum

One simple potential explanation is the increasing role played by services in the US economy.
Services now account for more than two thirds of GDP but generally require fewer “production”
stages. Moreover, we need to carefully interpret the fragmentation measure using services as
20

The negative trend is statistically significant even after correcting for auto-correlation.
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the input-output matrix is much more aggregated for these sectors.21 In comparison, data
on manufacturing sectors are mode detailed. In Figure 4, I compute the aggregate index
of fragmentation by only considering tradable goods (manufacturing goods and commodities,
excluding services and petroleum-related industries). We now focus on industries that require
a larger number of production stages compared to services. However, the number of production
stages drops if we do not account for part of the inputs (services). As a result, the average
number of production stages after excluding services is roughly the same as before (around
2). Even if we exclude services, the downward trend is confirmed. The average number of
production stages of tradable goods declined from 2 to 1.6 over the past 50 years. We can
further restrict our attention to manufacturing industries but the picture remains similar if we
account for all tradable inputs.

1.6
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1.8

1.9

2

2.1

Figure 4: Weighted average number of production stages (tradables excl. petroleum)

1950

1960

1970

1980

1990

2000

Year
Commodities and Manufacturing

Manufacturing

The results so far are based on the gross-output-to-value-added ratio, adjusting value added
for the use of excluded industries such as petroleum. This amounts at considering the US as
closed economy. In an open economy, aggregate measures of fragmentation may differ, as
shown in Proposition 2. In particular, the aggregate number production stages (weighted by
final consumption) can differ from the aggregate number of stages to final demand (weighted
by value added). Using industry-level trade data from 1967 to 1992, I compute the deviations
from the closed economy case as described in Proposition 2 (differences between aggregated
21

For instance, wholesale trade and retail correspond to only two industries in the input-output table.
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indices and the GO/VA ratio).
Results are shown in Table 1. While trade has grown very rapidly during this period (import
penetration rose from 3.3% in 1967 to 15.7% in 1992), not adjusting for trade creates very little
bias in the computation of the aggregate measure of fragmentation. Deviations are smaller than
0.02, i.e. less than a 1% error. Figures 3 and 4 would thus remain the same after correcting
the fragmentation index for international trade. Basically, deviations reflect the correlation
between fragmentation measure and net imports. The small magnitude of these deviation
terms is surprising given that we would expect trade to be somehow related to fragmentation.
This issue is further discussed in Section 4.4.22

Table 1: Aggregation biases in open economy

Year
1967
1972
1977
1982
1987
1992

Import
Penetration
0.033
0.064
0.073
0.094
0.140
0.157

GO/VA
Ratio
1.895
1.800
1.806
1.723
1.662
1.658

∆ Number
of stages
0.002
0.011
0.011
0.015
0.013
0.012

∆ Distance to
final demand
-0.013
-0.009
-0.011
0.000
0.028
0.020

Notes: GO/VA is the ratio of gross output to value added calculated for the aggregate
economy. The terms ∆N and ∆D corresponds to the deviations from GO/VA.

Fragmentation of production across industries in 1992
I begin by providing examples of industries with the largest measures of production stages. Food
industries typically involve long production chains (see Table 2a). Among the top-5 industries
with the largest number of production stages, we find meat packing, sausages, cheese and butter
industries (poultry is next). Among the top 25 industries, 17 are related to food. Non-food
industries in the top 25 are metal-intensive industries (e.g. cans), leather tanning, petroleum
refining, video and audio equipment, wood preserving and the car industry. If we only look
at tradable intermediate goods (manufacturing goods and commodities, excluding services and
petroleum-related industries), the ranking among top industries is almost the same. In line with
case studies (e.g. Helper, 1991), the car industry appears to be quite disintegrated, though not
22

In Section 4.4 we confirm that import penetration is not significantly correlated with the number of production stages. We find, however, that fragmentation has increased relatively more in sector with larger import
penetration.
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as disintegrated as the food industry. The average number of stages is 2.8, and it is 2.4 for auto
parts.
Note that the fragmentation index differs from the gross-output-to-value-added ratio for
the aggregate economy at the industry level. Fragmented industries generally exhibit a large
GO/VA ratio but the difference between the two indices can also be large (first vs. last column)
and the ranking is not preserved.
In turn, if we look at the index on the number of stages between production and final
demand (distance to final demand), primary goods exhibit the largest values. The largest is
obtained for basic metal products (Table 2b).

Table 2: Industries with the largest index values
Table 2a: Measure of production stages
Production stages
Top-5 industries:
Meat packing plants
Sausages and other prepared meat products
Leather tanning and finishing
Natural, processed, and imitation cheese
Creamery butter
Motor vehicle industries:
Motor vehicles and passenger car bodies
Motor vehicle parts and accessories
Truck and bus bodies
Truck trailers

All inputs

Tradables

GO/VA

3.50
3.40
3.17
3.16
3.15

2.67
2.65
2.43
2.35
2.36

8.74
4.88
3.93
3.94
5.12

2.81
2.42
2.42
2.61

2.04
1.78
1.82
1.92

6.09
3.15
2.83
3.75

Table 2b: Measure of stages between production and final demand
Stages to final demand
Electrometallurgical products, except steel
Iron and ferroalloy ores
Primary and secondary nonferrous metals, n.e.c.
Copper ore
Primary smelting and refining of copper

All inputs
8.06
6.68
5.46
5.11
5.04

Tradables
6.40
5.33
4.38
4.33
4.12

Conversely, industries with the smallest number of production stages are generally services
industries (see Table 3). If we only consider tradable goods, industries with the smallest number
of production stages correspond to primary goods. Similarly, industries that are closest to final
demand are generally services industries. In 1992, 8 products are not used as intermediate
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goods: “Residential care”, “Hospitals”, “Cigarettes”, “House slippers”, “Doctors and dentists”,
“Owner-occupied dwellings”, “Child day care services”, “Ordnance and accessories, n.e.c”.

Table 3: Industries with the smallest number of production stages
Production stages
Owner-occupied dwellings
Greenhouse and nursery products
U.S. Postal Service
Other Federal Government
Real estate

All inputs
1.23
1.33
1.37
1.44
1.45

Production stages
Carbon black
Greenhouse and nursery products
Manufactured ice
Forestry & fishery products
Brick and structural clay tile

Tradables
1.03
1.08
1.14
1.16
1.16

An overall comparison between commodities, manufacturing goods and services confirms
the previous picture (Table 4). Manufacturing industries involve more production stages than
commodities and commodities more than services. Commodities are further from final demand
than manufacturing industries, while services are closer to final demand than manufacturing
industries on average. The comparison between manufacturing goods and commodities carries
over if we only consider tradable inputs and exclude petroleum-related products.

Table 4: Averages for groups of industries
Inputs from:
Index:
Manufacturing
Commodities
Services
Petroleum

All industries
Production
Stages to
stages
final demand
2.21
2.12
2.07
3.02
1.78
1.81
2.36
3.55

Tradables excl. oil
Production
Stages to
stages
final demand
1.61
1.53
1.38
2.46
/
/
/
/

Now I show that, among manufacturing industries, there are systematic differences between
industries depending on various industry characteristics. The choice of these industry characteristics is primarily motivated by the literature on firm boundaries (see Lafontaine and Slade,
2007, for a survey). Even if these measures of fragmentation only capture within-plant integration (boundaries of the plant), it may well be influenced by factors determining ownership
(boundaries of the firm). Hortacsu and Syverson (2009) show that shipments that occur within
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the firm account for a very small portion of all shipments across plants. This suggests that the
decision to integrate production within the same firm often goes along within-plant production.
The literature on the boundaries of the firm has identified various factors. First, innovative industries rely less intensively on outsourcing whereas mature industries are more likely
to outsource components (see Acemoglu, Aghion and Zilibotti, 2007). We can thus expect a
negative correlation between R&D intensity and vertical fragmentation. Skill intensity and the
complexity of tasks may also affect externalization decisions, with more complex tasks more
likely to be performed within the firm (see Costinot, Oldenski and Rauch, 2009).23 Following
Antras (2003) model based on the property-right approach, the internalization decision can also
depend on capital intensity. Capital-intensive industries rely more intensively on investment
decisions taken by headquarters and are thus more likely to be integrated, whereas decisions
taken by suppliers are relatively more important in labor-intensive industries leading to more
outsourcing in these industries (a similar argument applies to R&D intensive industries vs. mature industries as in Antras, 2005). Other factors affecting integration include competition and
market thickness (McLaren, 2000) and financial constraints (Acemoglu, Johnson and Mitton,
2007). We proxy competition by the fraction of output produced by the 4 largest companies
in the industry24 and financial constraints by an index of external finance dependence (Rajan
and Zingales, 1998).
Another important factor to be considered is product specificity. Nunn (2007) suggests that
sourcing is more difficult or costly for specific product, especially when contracts are diffcult to
enforce (see also Hanson, 1995). The claim is not specifically made about the choice between
outsourcing and integration, but applies to supplier-buyer relationships in general. As in Nunn
(2007), I use Rauch (1999) classification to identify specific products. We can expect a negative
correlation between specificity and vertical fragmentation.
Pairwise correlations between the fragmentation index and these industry characteristics
are shown in Table 5 (See Appendix for more details on data and variable definitions). The
first column shows that high-tech industries are generally less fragmented, which is surprising if
we expect hi-tech industries to be more complex and combine multiple inputs.25 Nevertheless,
these results are in line with the literature on vertical integration. In particular, there is
a negative and significant correlation with product specificity, R&D intensity, skill intensity
23

Here I focus on a measure skill intensity. I obtain similar results with the measure of non-routine vs. routine
task developed by Costinot, Oldenski and Rauch (2009). The latter is however initially defined following the
NAICS classification, which is difficult to match with the SIC classification.
24
Alternatively, we can use the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index. Results are qualitatively the same.
25
As mentioned before, the measure of fragmentation depends on the share of the cost of inputs in production
but does not depend on how many different inputs are assembled. It depends however on whether the production
of these intermediates goods has required other intermediate goods etc.
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and dependence in external finance. We find however no significant correlation with capital
intensity, productivity and industry concentration. Turning to the second column, we find that
industries that are further from final demand have lower values of product specificity and skill
intensity. These industries are however more intensive in capital and rely more heavily on
external finance.26

Table 5: Pairwise correlations with industry characteristics

Variable:
Specificity
R&D
Capital intensity
Skill intensity
Productivity
Financial Dep
Share of top 4 firms

Production
Stages
-0.196*
-0.197*
0.065
-0.268*
-0.124
-0.191*
-0.008

Distance to
final demand
-0.496*
-0.042
0.465*
-0.170*
-0.116
0.233*
0.066

Notes: Variables for year 1992. A star denotes significance at 1%

We should also note that production stages and distance to final demand are weakly correlated across all commodities and manufacturing industries. The correlation is negative until
1982: -7% in 1967, -4% in 1972, -2% in 1977. Then it is smaller than 1% (in absolute value)
after 1982. This small correlation shows that these two indices capture different dimensions of
the fragmentation of production and can be both informative to characterize the position of an
industry along supply chains.

4.2

The shift of value added towards final stages

Since the degree of vertical fragmentation varies sensibly across industries, I now examine
whether the decrease in the overall fragmentation of production can be explained by composition
effects. Is there a continuous shift towards industries with fewer production stages? Or can we
only explain the overall decrease by changes within each industry?
Composition effects can occur along two dimensions. First, consumption may be shifting
towards goods that require fewer production stages. Second, value added can shift towards
industries that are closer to final demand. According to Proposition 1, both shifts can contribute
to the aggregate decrease in fragmentation.27
26
27

Very similar results are obtained with multivariate OLS regressions.
In theory, the weighted average of the number of production stages may differ from the weighted average of
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To answer these questions, I decompose the change in the fragmentation of production into
“between” and “within effects”. Between two periods, the change in the aggregate index can
be expressed as (Decomposition 1):
∆N̄t =
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with ∆ denoting simple differences between periods t and t − 1, and ci,t ≡ Ci,t /[ j Cj,t ] the
share of consumption in section i at time t. Decomposition 1 is based on the number of
production stages. Alternatively, we can use the distance to final demand weighted by value
added (Decomposition 2):
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where vi,t ≡ Vi,t /[ j Vj,t ] denotes the share of value added in section i at time t. In each
decomposition, the first term reflects a change in the composition (between effect) whereas the
second term reflects changes within industries.
I first decompose the change in the index calculated for all industries, including all inputs
(Table 6, Panel A). Panel A shows very similar results for both decompositions. Whereas
the within effects can be quite large in magnitude for some periods, especially in 1977, the
contribution of the between effect is consistently negative across periods. Overall, the between
effect dominates. The negative trend in the between effect for both indices can be explained by
a shift of demand and production towards services. Services require fewer stages and are closer
to final demand. Also note that the positive within effect for 1977 and 1982 in Decomposition 1
can be related to the oil-price shock as we saw previously. Petroleum is essentially consumed as
intermediate demand and an increase in its price shifts the fragmentation index (its consumption
is inelastic). Similarly, a positive oil-price shock can explain a positive between effect in 1977
in Decomposition 2.
Now, I decompose the change in fragmentation by considering tradable goods only (manufacturing and commodities excluding petroleum). Panel B shows that the between effect is
much smaller for tradable goods, and a large part of the evolution across years is explained by
the within effect. This confirms that the results from Panel A are mostly driven by the shift
P

the distance to final demand in an open economy. However Table 1 show that, in practice, these two measures
are equal for the US.
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Table 6: Within and between decompositions
Panel A: All industries

Year
1967
1972
1977
1982
1987
1992

Aggregate
measure of
fragmentation:
Level
Change
1.932
/
1.865
-0.067
1.939
0.074
1.944
0.005
1.855
-0.089
1.822
-0.033

All

-0.110

Number of
production stages:
(decomposition 1)
Between
Within
/
/
-0.021
-0.046
-0.004
0.078
-0.037
0.042
-0.019
-0.07
-0.023
-0.010
-0.124

0.015

Distance to
final demand:
(decomposition 2)
Between
Within
/
/
-0.046
-0.021
0.038
0.036
0.007
-0.001
-0.058
-0.031
-0.015
-0.018
-0.089

-0.021

Panel B: Tradables only

Year
1967
1972
1977
1982
1987
1992
All

Aggregate
measure of
fragmentation:
Level
Change
1.895
/
1.800
-0.095
1.806
0.006
1.723
-0.082
1.662
-0.062
1.658
-0.004
-0.237

Number of
production stages:
(decomposition 1)
Between
Within
/
/
0.017
-0.111
-0.029
0.035
-0.032
-0.051
0.003
-0.065
-0.004
0.001
-0.035

-0.202

Distance to
final demand:
(decomposition 2)
Between
Within
/
/
-0.042
-0.052
0.034
-0.028
-0.064
-0.019
-0.043
-0.018
0.010
-0.013
-0.101

-0.136

Notes: Panel A: all industries are included except petroleum; Panel B: primary and secondary industries are
included except petroleum. See text for within and between decomposition. It is applied to the number of
production stages in columns 3 and 4 and to the number of stages to final demand in columns 5 and 6. The
values in column 2 (difference in aggregate GO/VA between two years) equal the sum of columns 3 and 4 and
also the sum of columns 5 and 6.

towards services.
The between effect in Decomposition 2 remains quite large: there is a shift in value added
towards final stages of production. The magnitude of the between effect is comparable to the
within-effect. Except for 1977 (oil price shock), the between effect is large and negative. The
within effect is smaller in magnitude but consistently negative across periods.
Table 7 examines the shift in value added in more details. In columns (1) to (3), I test
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Table 7: Shift of value-added towards final stages
Dependent variable:
Stages to final demand

VA
Growth
-4.471
[1.114]***

Number of stages

VA
Growth
-4.39
[1.105]∗∗∗
-2.409
[2.952]

Specificity
R&D intensity
Capital intensity
Skill intensity
Productivity growth
Financial Dependence
Top 4 share
Import penetration
Number of industries
R-squared

311
0.05

311
0.05

VA
Growth
-3.751
[1.235]∗∗∗
-3.696
[2.974]
-8.082
[2.713]∗∗∗
0.205
[0.613]
-6.836
[2.063]∗∗∗
7.091
[9.279]
23.548
[10.865]∗∗
1.353
[0.483]∗∗∗
-0.063
[0.039]
-43.887
[8.292]∗∗∗
270
0.29

Increase
in VA/GO
-0.671
[0.149]∗∗∗

Increase
in VA/GO
-0.402
[0.203]∗∗

311
0.06

-0.421
[0.367]
-0.166
[0.083]∗∗
-1.012
[0.307]∗∗∗
2.33
[1.584]
-0.268
[1.172]
0.264
[0.075]∗∗∗
0.000
[0.006]
-4.142
[1.000]∗∗∗
270
0.24

Notes: OLS regressions. Dependent variables: growth of value added by industry between 1967 and 1992
(columns 1 to 3); increase in the value-added-to-gross-output ratio. Independent variables: averages between
1967 and 1992; data on industry characteristics are described in the appendix. Robust standard errors into
brackets; ∗ significant at 10%; ∗∗ significant at 5%; ∗∗∗ significant at 1%.

whether value added has grown significantly more in industries that are closer to final demand
(OLS regressions with robust standard errors). The dependent variable is the growth in VA by
industry between 1967 and 1992, while the independent variable is the distance to final demand
by industry (1967-1992 average). The coefficient is negative and significant; the beta coefficient
equals -0.221.
This result confirms the negative between effect found in Table 6 (Panel B, Decomposition
2) for the shift in value added. In column (2), we control for the number of production stages.
The coefficient is not significant, which reflects the small between effect found in decomposition 1.28 In column (3), we control for other industry characteristics: Product specificity, R&D
28

Alternatively, we can use the growth of consumption as the dependent variable. The coefficient for the
number of production stages is also not significant.
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intensity, capital and skill intensity, productivity growth, financial dependence and industry
concentration. The coefficient for distance to final demand remains large and significant. We
also control for import penetration, which has a strongly negative coefficient.
Interestingly, the ratio of value added to gross output (by industry) exhibits a similar
pattern. In columns (4) and (5), the dependent variable is the increase (simple difference) in
VA/GO between 1967 and 1992, regressed on the distance to final demand by industry. The
coefficient is also significantly negative; the beta coefficient equals -0.242 in column (4). In this
regression, the constant equals +1.30. We can test and verify that VA/GO has significantly
increased for industries that are the closest to final demand, while it has significantly decreased
for industries with a measure of distance to final demand equal to 3. These results remain
unaltered after controlling for other industry characteristics and import penetration in column
(5).

4.3

What explains the decrease in fragmentation?

Behind the shift in value added
After describing the decline in fragmentation and the shift of value added towards final stages,
a important question is why does it occur. This section attempts at providing partial answers,
but the main reasons behind these changes remain unknown.
Is international trade part of the answer? As shown in column (3) of Table 7, value-added
has particularly decreased in industries facing higher import penetration. However, import
penetration is not significantly correlated with the distance to final demand.29 The same holds
for changes in import penetration which are also not correlated with distance to final demand
across industries. This suggests that imports are not the main reason behind this shift in value
added towards final stages. This issue will be further discussed in the next section (Section
3.4): results show instead that trade induced an increase in fragmentation.
An alternative potential explanation is that value-added growth has been driven by other
factors (e.g. shift towards high-tech industries) and that these factors are themselves related
to the distance to final demand. In particular, value added has grown faster in industries that
are intensive in R&D, in skills, in capital and in external finance. In turn, these industries are
generally closer to final demand (see Table 2) which can explain why value-added growth is
negatively correlated with distance to final demand. To examine this hypothesis, I perform the
following exercise:
29

This result is described in Table 1: the correlation term between net imports and distance to final demand
is very small (last column). This is also confirmed in Table 9: distance to final demand is not significantly
correlated with import penetration (column 2).
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i) First, I regress value-added growth on industry characteristics (all control variables from
column 3 of Table 7) excluding the two measures of fragmentation: product specificity,
R&D intensity, skill intensity, capital intensity, productivity growth, dependence in external finance, industry concentration. The regression coefficients are almost identical to
those in column 3 of Table 7 for the corresponding variables.
ii) Then, I use the predicted value-added growth by industry from step 1 and regress the
constructed variable on distance to final demand.
The resulting coefficient is -2.042 (significant at 1%). It equals nearly half of the coefficients
from Table 7, column 1. This result suggests that these industry characteristics can explain
about half of the negative correlation between value-added growth and distance to final demand,
which itself explains half of the aggregate decrease in vertical fragmentation.
Behind the negative within effect
Another way to investigate this decline in vertical fragmentation is to examine the changes in
the measure of production stages (index Ni ) by industry. That and the shift of value added
are two faces of the same coin. As documented in Table 6 (Panel B, Decomposition 1), the
overall decline essentially corresponds to “within” changes, i.e. a decrease in the measure of
fragmentation rather than a change in the composition of final demand with respect to the
number of production stages (“between” effect).
Table 8 explores the determinants of the change in fragmentation by industry. The dependent variable is increase in the index of fragmentation: ∆Ni = Ni,1992 − Ni,1967 . Results in
column (1) show that the change in fragmentation is positively related to product specificity,
R&D intensity and capital intensity, and negatively related to skill intensity and financial dependence. All-in-all, these industry characteristics can account for 13% of the variance in the
change in fragmentation (R-squared). The positive correlation with variables characterizing
hi-tech industries (such as R&D intensity) can be consistent with a product-cycle interpretation: innovative industries become more fragmented as they mature (see e.g. Antras 2005).
However, while this interpretation might help understand why some industries are becoming
more fragmented than others, it does not shed light on the overall decline fragmentation.
Could the decline in fragmentation be explained by technological change? As Table 6 shows,
R&D and skill-intensive industries are less vertically fragmented. Hence one might suspect that
changes in R&D intensity and skill intensity might be driving the decrease in fragmentation.
However, as shown in Table 8, column (2), I find that the increase in the number of production
stages by industry does not significantly depend on the increase in R&D, skill and capital
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Table 8: Within-industry changes
Dependent variable:
Specificity
R&D intensity
Capital intensity
Skill intensity
Productivity growth
Financial Dependence
Top 4 share

∆N
1.454
[0.610]∗∗
0.504
[0.140]∗∗∗
1.855
[0.471]∗∗∗
-5.926
[2.832]∗∗
-2.523
[2.077]
-0.394
[0.142]∗∗∗
-0.010
[0.011]

∆ R&D int.
∆ Capital int.
∆ Skill int.
Characteristics
Number of industries
R-squared

Same
industry
270
0.13

∆N
1.422
[0.609]∗∗
0.484
[0.167]∗∗∗
1.855
[0.463]∗∗∗
-6.139
[2.869]∗∗
-1.999
[2.292]
-0.374
[0.159]∗∗
-0.015
[0.013]
-0.005
[0.503]
0.033
[0.027]
-0.049
[0.173]
Same
industry
270
0.14

∆N
1.045
[1.794]
1.548
[0.380]∗∗∗
2.641
[1.235]∗∗
-18.273
[5.294]∗∗∗
-7.930
[5.527]
-0.596
[0.254]∗∗
-0.026
[0.030]
0.914
[1.247]
-0.129
[0.050]∗∗
-0.463
[0.402]
Upstream
industry
270
0.09

Notes: OLS regressions. Dependent variable: increase in the number of production stages
by industry between 1967 and 1992. Data on industry characteristics are described in
the appendix. Robust standard errors into brackets; ∗ significant at 10%; ∗∗ significant
at 5%; ∗∗∗ significant at 1%.

intensity.30
The number of stages to produce goods in a certain industry may not just depend on the
characteristics of this industry but may also depend on the characteristics of the upstream
industry. To examine how upstream industry characteristics are related to vertical fragmentation, I replace each variable by a weighted average of the corresponding upstream values. To
be more precise, I follow Nunn (2007) methodology and construct a set of variables xk,up
such
it
31
that:
30

Data on industry characteristics over time are available for skill and capital intensity for the full period
(1967-1992) and data on R&D intensity changes for the period 1982-1992.
31
Industry characteristics are not defined for all upstream industries. I restrict the sum over upstream
industries for which the corresponding variable is available.
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xk,up
it

k
j µijt xit
= P
j µijt

P

(5)

As shown in column (3), the results based on upstream industry characteristics are however
very similar to column (2).
In Section 4.5, I investigate alternative explanations of the decline of fragmentation. I
examine the measure of fragmentation by taking consumer prices instead of producer prices,
hence reincorporating transport and retail margins in intermediate goods consumption. I also
show that the relative price of intermediate goods compared to final goods has remained stable
over the past 50 years. Therefore, changes in prices are not likely to explain the observed
decrease in fragmentation.

4.4

Trade and vertical fragmentation

This section focuses on the effect of international trade on vertical fragmentation in the US.
Trade can have two opposite effects. As trade barriers fall, production chains increasingly
involve parties located in different countries (Yi, 2003). International trade provides new opportunities to reduce costs by shifting part or entire production abroad. It is thus natural to
expect a positive effect of trade on the fragmentation of production. Note however that trade
does not affect our measure of fragmentation if there is simply a substitution between domestic
outsourcing and foreign outsourcing. As described in Section 2, the measure of fragmentation
is based on the total use of inputs and does not differentiate shipments from another plant in
the US and shipments from overseas. Hence, if trade is found to have a positive impact, it
would suggest that it substitutes to tasks that were previously performed within the plant.
There may be also a negative effect of trade on this measure of fragmentation. Remind that
the measure is constructed using the value of intermediate goods usage in production. If trade
reduces the price of intermediate goods, there is a possibility that it also reduces the amount
spent on these goods. It can occur if there is a very low substitution between outsourced
intermediate goods (domestically or internationally) and intermediate goods produced within
the plant: a reduction in the price of outsourced inputs would lead to a reduction in their share
of total production costs.32
A first question is whether fragmentation is correlated with import penetration across industries (in cross section). In Table 1 on the difference between the GO/VA ratio and aggregate
measures of fragmentation corrected for trade, results show that there is only a very small
32

Note that Table 7 already suggests that this effect does not dominate. In column (5), I find that the share
of value added in production has decreased in industries facing larger import penetration.
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correlation between either net imports and production stages or net imports and the distance
to final demand. In Table 9, I confirm this result by regressing the number of production
stages (column 1) and the distance to final demand (column 2) on import penetration across
industries (all variables are averaged across periods). Import penetration is defined as the ratio
of imports to production plus imports minus exports in each industry. I find no significant
correlation (OLS regression with robust standard errors).
From the small correlation between trade and import penetration in a cross-section analysis,
we should however not conclude that trade doesn’t affect vertical fragmentation. A better check
is to test whether increases in import penetration are related to changes in the fragmentation of
production. For this purpose, I regress the change in the measure of production stages (∆Ni )
by industry on the increase in import penetration between 1967 and 1992 by industry. In
columns (3) and (4), I find a positive and significant effect suggesting that trade indeed creates
new opportunities to fragment production. The beta coefficient equals 0.185. Controlling for
other industry characteristics does not affect the main coefficient.
One may be worried that the increase in import penetration be endogenous to the change
in fragmentation by industry. To mitigate endogeneity biases, I regress the change in fragmentation on import penetration in 1967. As imports have grown faster in industries with higher
initial import penetration, I find similar results in column (5): the increase in the number of
production stages is positively correlated with initial import penetration. Alternatively, I can
regress the change in fragmentation on the increase in import penetration by instrumenting
the latter by the initial level of import penetration. The results (not shown) are very similar
to column (4). In the first stage, I find indeed that the increase in import penetration is significantly larger in sectors with higher initial import penetration. In the second stage, the new
coefficient is even larger than in the OLS regressions.
I perform a similar exercise using import penetration in upstream industries (taking an
average weighted by input-output coefficients as in equation 5) and control variables for the
corresponding industries. Note that downstream and upstream variables are highly correlated.
It is therefore not surprising to find very similar results: vertical fragmentation has increased
more in industries where related upstream industries were facing larger import penetration in
1967 (an IV approach also leads to the same conclusion as in the previous case).
While imports are not correlated with fragmentation in cross-section, our results show that
opening to trade is associated with an increase in the fragmentation of production. This
finding is in line with common expectations. In light of these results, the overall decrease in
fragmentation is even more puzzling.
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Table 9: Import penetration and the measure of production stages
Dependent variable:
Imports

N
-0.199
[0.129]

D
-0.002
[0.440]

Increase in imports

∆N

∆N

0.180
[0.052]∗∗∗

0.170
[0.068]∗∗

Initial imports
Specificity
R&D intensity
Capital intensity
Skill intensity
Productivity growth
Financial Dep.
Top 4 share
Characteristics
Nb of industries
R-squared

Same
industry
311
0.01

Same
industry
311
0.01

Same
industry
311
0.03

1.309
[0.604]∗∗
0.433
[0.144]∗∗∗
1.958
[0.469]∗∗∗
-5.574
[2.859]∗
-2.442
[1.991]
-0.348
[0.148]∗∗
-0.009
[0.011]
Same
industry
270
0.16

∆N

∆N

12.158
[3.241]∗∗∗
1.684
[0.587]∗∗∗
0.447
[0.140]∗∗∗
1.852
[0.471]∗∗∗
-4.643
[2.832]
-2.535
[2.017]
-0.340
[0.142]∗∗
-0.010
[0.011]
Same
industry
270
0.19

18.220
[6.112]∗∗∗
1.730
[1.812]
1.329
[0.384]∗∗∗
2.247
[1.179]∗
-14.903
[5.468]∗∗∗
-5.512
[5.602]
-0.460
[0.242]∗
-0.027
[0.028]
Upstream
industry
270
0.12

Notes: OLS regressions. Dependent variables: Measure of production stages by industry (col. 1: average
between 1967 and 1992; col. 3 to 6: increase between 1967 and 1992); measure of stages to final demand (col.
2: average). Independent variables: average import penetration (col. 1 and 2); increase in import penetration
(col. 3 and 4); initial import penetration in 1967 (col. 5 and 6). Data on industry characteristics are described
in the appendix. Robust standard errors into brackets; ∗ significant at 10%; ∗∗ significant at 5%; ∗∗∗ significant
at 1%.

Vertical specialization
This section provides an application of the two measures of fragmentation developed in this
paper. These two measures provide novel information on the position of each industry along
production chains which is not captured by existing indices of fragmentation (e.g. Hummels,
Ishii and Yi, 2001, Johnson and Noguera, 2010).
We have seen in Table 7 that import penetration is not significantly correlated to the
number of production stages across industries. However, trade patterns and the source of
imports may be related to the degree of fragmentation. A recent paper by Costinot, Vogel
and Wang (2011) develops a simple model where stages along production chains are naturally
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sorted across countries depending on their productivities. They predict that poor countries
specialize in early stages while more developed countries specialize in final stages. They also
predict that poor countries should be involved in shorter production chains, while developed
countries specialize in longer production chains.
In order to test these predictions, I regress US imports in 1992 (by industry i and source
country c) on industry dummies, country dummies and two interaction terms: i) between
GDP per capita of the source country c and the number of production stages in industry i
(measured for the US as above); ii) between GDP per capita and the distance to final demand
(fragmentation index Di measured as above):
log Mic = βN . Ni . log(P CGDPc ) + βD . Di . log(P CGDPc ) + αi + ηc + εic
Such approach using interaction terms has been put forward by Romalis (2004) and Nunn
(2007) among others. In line with Costinot et al (2011), we should find a positive coefficient
βN (richer countries specialize in goods involving more stages) and a negative coefficient βD
(richer countries specialize in stages that are closer to final demand).
Such a comparative advantage of richer or poorer countries for fragmented industries might
well be explained by “traditional” sources of comparative advantage. In particular, I have
shown in Table 2 that the fragmentation of production is correlated with product specificity,
skill intensity, R&D intensity. Thus, a country with better contractual institutions or skill
endowments may specialize in less fragmented industries. To account for these explanations, I
further control for interactions between capital intensity and capital endowments, skill intensity
and skill endowments (as in Romalis, 2004), product specificity and judicial quality (as in Nunn,
2007).
Another related question that we can ask is how vertical fragmentation interacts with trade
costs. Hillberry and Hummels (2000) and Yi (2010) suggest that multi-stage production magnifies the impact of trade costs.33 By looking at US imports across source countries and industries,
I examine this claim by regressing imports (by industry i and source country c) on industry
dummies, country dummies and an interaction term between physical distance from the source
country c and the number of production stages in industry i (measured for the US as above), as
well as an interaction term between physical distance and the number of stages to final demand:
log Mic = γN . Ni . log(distancec ) + γD . Di . log(distancec ) + αi + ηc + εic
Hillberry and Hummels (2000) and Yi (2010) would predict a negative interaction term between
33

Yi (2010) focuses on the border effect but the same argument applies to transport costs
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physical distance and the number of production stages (γN < 0) as multi-stage production
should magnify the negative effect of distance (note that the direct effect of physical distance
is already captured by country dummies).
As the fragmentation of production may be correlated with the transportability of goods
(weight or other traits rendering a good less tradable), I also control for an interaction term
between a proxy for tradability and physical distance. The variable on tradability is constructed
using the ratio of the difference between c.i.f. and f.o.b. values over c.i.f. values of imports
coming from a few key Asian countries.34

Table 10: Comparative advantage along supply chains
Dependent variable:
PCGDP * production stages
PCGDP * stages to final demand

Imports
-0.489
[0.122]∗∗∗
-0.110
[0.040]∗∗∗

Distance * production stages
Distance * stages to final demand

Imports

0.201
[0.168]
-0.148
[0.058]∗∗

Imports
-0.480
[0.125]∗∗∗
-0.125
[0.041]∗∗∗
0.105
[0.172]
-0.171
[0.057]∗∗∗

Yes
Yes
11821
0.54

Yes
Yes
11821
0.54

Distance * transportability
K endowment * K intensity
Skill endowment * Skill intensity
Judicial Quality * Specificity
Industry FE
Country FE
Observations
R-squared
Notes: Robust standard errors into brackets;

Yes
Yes
11821
0.54
∗

significant at 10%;

∗∗

significant at 5%;

∗∗∗

Imports
-0.038
[0.129]
-0.021
[0.045]
0.018
[0.178]
-0.154
[0.057]∗∗∗
-5.924
[0.845]∗∗∗
0.124
[0.039]∗∗∗
8.091
[0.692]∗∗∗
2.501
[0.338]∗∗∗
Yes
Yes
11794
0.55
significant at 1%.

Table 10 presents the results for the two types of regressions specified above. Surprisingly,
I find that rich countries are more likely to export goods involving fewer production stages,
as shown by the negative and significant interaction terms in column (1). 35 Moreover, richer
countries specialize in industries that are closer to final demand. The latter is consistent with
34

This method follows Rauch (1999).
As the number of production stages Ni is not significantly correlated with the number of stages to final
demand Di , the same interaction term is obtained for either of them whether I include the other one or not.
35
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Costinot et al (2011) while the former is not.
As shown in column (2), physical distance seems to have a stronger negative impact in
industries that are further from final demand, as measured by the index of vertical fragmentation Di . The interaction term between physical distance and the number of production stages
Ni is however not significant. These results hold after combining all interaction terms with
production fragmentation indices (column 3) which means that the results are not driven by
spurious correlations between GDP per capita and physical distance to the US.
In column (4), I include other controls: interaction terms between capital intensity and
capital endowments, skill intensity and skilled labor endowments (both significant and positive
as in Romalis, 2004), judicial quality and product specificity (positive and significant as in
Nunn, 2007). Moreover, the interaction term between physical distance and the proxy for
product tradability is negative and significant, as expected: physical distance has a stronger
impact on goods are more difficult to trade. However, the two interaction terms between GDP
per capita and the stage indices become insignificant when I control for capital, skills and
judicial quality. This result suggests that the sorting of stages across countries could simply be
explained by traditional sources of comparative advantage.

5
5.1

Robustness
On the evolution of relative prices

The measure of vertical fragmentation is constructed using values of purchased intermediate
goods, not quantities. Hence, one may be concerned that the decline in fragmentation is simply
driven by changes in prices.
Intermediate vs. final goods prices
A first concern is that commodity prices and intermediate goods prices might have decreased
compared to the price of final goods. Keeping quantities constant, this would explain a downward trend in the fragmentation index. To investigate this issue, I compare producer price
index series from the Federal Reserve Economic Database (FRED) for different types of goods.
In particular, I consider the following series: i) “Finished Consumer Goods”; ii) “Intermediate
Materials: Supplies & Components”; iii) “Crude Materials for Further Processing”. Figure 5
plots the ratio of the price index of the second and third category over to the first one (yearly
average).
There is no evidence that intermediate goods prices have declined compared to final goods
over the 1947-2002 period. As shown in Figure 5, there has been instead an overall increase in
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Figure 5: Relative price of commodities and intermediate goods compared to final goods
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the relative price of intermediate goods. Concerning the relative price of commodities, there is
no decline over the period 1967-1992 (period corresponding to the results presented in Table
1 to 9) and only a small decline if we compare 1947 to 2002. Given the relatively small share
of commodities in total production (10% of value added and gross output), this change is not
large enough to explain the decrease of the measure of fragmentation.
Consumer vs. producer prices
A second issue is that the BEA input-output tables are mainly based on producer prices. This
might be a concern if the main focus is the decision to outsource by the downstream firm:
consumer prices would be more appropriate. From 1982 onward, the BEA input-output tables
include coefficients based on consumer price, with details on transport margins, retail and
wholesale margins. Such data are not available for previous tables (1947-1977) at the industry
level. For the aggregate economy, we can however approximate the index of fragmentation.
If µ is the ratio of intermediate goods use to gross output, and τ the total amount of spent
1
on trade costs divided by gross output, the corrected measure of fragmentation equals 1−µ−τ
1
instead of 1−µ
. In order to approximate τ , I use input-output coefficients associated with the
use of retail, wholesale and transportation industries as inputs.
Figure 6 plots the measure of fragmentation after incorporating transportation margins
only. The corrected index of fragmentation is larger as it puts more weight on intermediate
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goods. The approximated curve is even above the curve using actual consumer prices, but
not by far. As Figure 6 shows, transportation margins have remained fairly constant over the
past decades and thus the negative trend in vertical fragmentation is confirmed. Similarly,
the negative trend still appears after incorporating retail, wholesale as well as transportation
margins (Figure 7), even if retail and wholesale margins have slightly increased.

1.6

1.7

1.8

1.9

2

Figure 6: Incorporating transportation margins
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1970

1980

1990

2000

Year
Incl. transport costs
At producer price

5.2

Approximation for aggregate

Aggregation

As shown by Proposition 2, the level of disaggregation possibly matters for an open economy
when net imports are correlated with either measure of fragmentation. By aggregating too
much, one might underestimate this correlation. However, for the US, the correlation between
trade and fragmentation measure is so small (at the 6-digit level) that it’s unlikely that we
would find large correlations if we had more disaggregated data. Hence, it is quite unlikely that
our main result on the aggregate decline is driven by an aggregation bias.
As shown by Proposition 3 and 4, results at the industry-level are likely to be sensitive to the
level of disaggregation. Neither conditions i) and ii) are satisfied in general. In order to check
whether the level of aggregation matters, I artificially construct an aggregated input-output
matrix at the 2- or 3-digit level, reconstruct the two measures of fragmentation using this
aggregate matrix, and compare with the appropriately-weighted average of the disaggregated
measures. I find that the new indices are always very close (less than 1% difference) to the
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average of the disaggregated ones. This is reassuring for this study and promising for future
studies as most countries beside the US do not have precise input-output tables. For the US,
where more precise but still imperfect input-output tables are available, this suggests that the
results of this paper would probably not be very different if even more detailed tables were
available.

5.3

An alternative index of fragmentation

While this measure of fragmentation aims at reflecting the number of plants that production is
sequentially going through, it might not well reflect whether production is actually dispersed
along the value chain. For instance, if plant A ships one dollar of an intermediate good to plant
B, and plant B only add one cent of value added to the product, our measure of fragmentation
associated with the final product will be equal to 2 whereas production is mostly concentrated
within just one plant.
For this purpose, I construct an alternative measure of fragmentation inspired from the
Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI). For each industry i, I implicitely define Hi by:
Hi =



1−

X

µij

2

+

j

X
j

µij

 X

µij Hj



j

This characterizes one equation for each industry. This linear system of equation generally has
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a unique solution which defines Hi .
Note that Hi is inversely related to the fragmentation of production. The lower it is, the
more dispersed is production across stages. There is a close link with HHI. For instance,
when the economy is composed of n plants involved sequentially in production (such as case 1
in Figure 2), the measure Hn for the final product corresponds to the Herfindahl-Hirschman
Index of the concentration of value added across these n plants.
I calculate this index for all tradable industries (excluding services and petroleum-related
industries as in previous tables). I find a very large negative correlation between this new index
Hi and the previous index Ni across industries (taking averages across years): the correlation
equals -90.5% and is highly significant. This suggests that both Hi and Ni capture very similar
aspects of fragmentation.
Using Hi , I also find that production has become less vertically fragmented. The average of
Hi across industries (weighted by final consumption) has steadily increased from 0.42 in 1967
to 0.49 in 1992.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, I provide a novel measure of the fragmentation of production reflecting the
average number of production stages by industry weighted by the contribution of each stage
to value added. A variant of this measure reflects the number of stages between an industry’s
production and final demand. These two indices are simple to calculate and only require inputoutput tables that are generally publicly available. Moreover, I show that these two indices have
good aggregation properties. In particular, by calculating these indices using more aggregated
input-output matrices, we generate only small aggregation biases.
The key finding is that US industries have become less vertically fragmented over the past
50 years. The average number of production stages seems to have decreased according to the
above fragmentation index computed using the BEA US input-output tables since 1947. This
fact is not just limited to a composition effect between services and tradable goods. When
I exclude services, I also find a decline in the number of production stages on aggregate. In
particular, I show that a large part of this decline corresponds to a shift of value added towards
industries that are closer to final demand.
The reasons behind the decrease in fragmentation and the shift in value added remain
largely unknown. Increases in demand for skills and innovations do not seem to be related to
changes in vertical fragmentation across industries. Moreover, this decrease in fragmentation
cannot simply be explained by decreases in relative commodity or intermediate goods prices, or
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increasing trade margins. On the contrary, I find that the large increases in import penetration
over the past decades have led to increasing vertical fragmentation.
While this paper mainly focuses on the vertical fragmentation of production in the US,
the measures of fragmentation developed here may have other applications. I illustrate one of
those by investigating patterns of US imports depending on the position of industries along
value chains and the level of development of the exporting country. In particular, I find that
rich countries have a comparative advantage in industries that are closer to final demand and
less vertically fragmented.
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Mathematical Appendix
Proposition 1: In a closed economy,
the
equals the gross
P aggregate measure
P of fragmentation
P
P
Y
V
D
Y
C
N
i
i
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i
i
i
output to value added ratio: Pi Ci = Pi Vi (part 1) and Pi Vi = Pi Vi (part 2).
i

i

i

i

P

Proof: We use two equalities: the definition of measure of fragmentation Ni = 1 + j µij Nj ,
and the link between final consumption, intermediate demand and production (in a closed
P
economy): Ci = Yi − j µji Yj . We obtain:
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Similarly, for the other measure Di (part 2), we obtain: i Vi Di = i Yi by using the definition
P
P
P
Di = 1 + j ϕij Dj and the equality Vi = Yi − j µij Yi = Yi − j ϕji Yj .
P
P
Finally, notice that the sum of final demand i Ci equals the sum of value added i Vi .
Proposition 2: In an open economy:
P

Ci Ni
= N̄ +
P
i Ci
i

P

i
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(Mi − Xi )(Ni − N̄ )
P
i Ci

P

P

Vi Di
= N̄ −
P
i Vi
i

i

(Mi − Xi )(Di − 1)
P
i Vi
P

Y
Where N̄ denotes the ratio of gross output to value added Pi Vii .
i

Proof: In an open economy, final consumption satisfies Ci = Yi − j µji Yj + Mi − Xi . Let’s
P
define Fi ≡ Yi − j µji Yj . We deduce that Ci = Fi + (Mi − Xi ). Following the same path as
P
P
in the proof of Proposition 1, we can show that i Fi Ni = i Yi . Moreover, we can verify that
P
P
P
P
i Fi equals total value added
i Vi and thus: N̄
i Fi =
i Yi .
Using these three equalities above, we obtain:
P

X
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After dividing by total consumption, this provides the first equality of Proposition 2.
Turning to the second equality, we use the following relationship between ϕij and inputoutput coefficients in open economy: ϕij = Yi +MYji −Xi .µji . We obtain:
X

Vi Di =

X

Yi −

X

i

i

=

i

X

Yi D i −

X

i

=

X

Yi D i −

X

X

Yi D i −

X

X

Yi D i −

X

(Yi + Mi − Xi ) (Di − 1)

i

X

Yi −

i

X

(Mi − Xi )(Di − 1)

i

P

After dividing by total value added
the second equality of Proposition 2.

(Yi + Mi − Xi ) ϕij Dj

i,j

i

=

µji Yj Dj

i,j

i

=

µij Yi Di

i,j

i

=



µij Yi Di

i

Vi and using the definition of N̄ =

P

i

Yi /

P

i

Vi , we get

Proposition 3: Let us define Ñi as the measure of fragmentation computed using the aggregate
input-output coefficients (i.e. where industries 1 and 2 are aggregated). Then: Ñi = Ni and
Ña = [N1 F1 + N2 F2 ]/[F1 + F2 ] if one these conditions is satisfied:
i) N1 = N2
ii) µi1 /µi2 = F1 /F2 across all other industries i ∈
/ {1, 2, a}.
where Fi is defined by the total use of good i by other industries or final demand:
F1 = Y1 − µ11 Y1 − µ21 Y2
F2 = Y2 − µ12 Y1 − µ22 Y2
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+F2 N2
Proof: Let’s define Ni0 = Ni for i ∈
/ {1, 2, a} and Na0 = F1 NF11 +F
. In order to prove that
2
Ñi = Ni0 , we show that Ni0 satisfies the same equations, i.e.

Na0 = 1 + µaa Na0 +

X

µaj Nj0

(6)

µijNj0

(7)

j ∈{1,2,a}
/

and:
Ni0 = 1 + µia Na0 +

X
j ∈{1,2,a}
/

for i ∈
/ {1, 2, a} (under either condition specified in Proposition 3).
We begin by showing that equation (6) is always satisfied. Using successively the definition
of Fi and Ni , we have:
N1 F1 + N2 F2 =



Y1 − Y1 µ11 − Y2 µ21 N1 + Y2 − Y1 µ12 − Y2 µ22 N2





=



N1 − µ11 N1 − µ12 N2 Y1 + N2 − µ21 N1 − µ22 N2 Y2

=



1+

=









X





µ1j Nj Y1 + 1 +

j ∈{1,2,a}
/

Y1 + Y2



1+



X



µ2j Nj Y2

j ∈{1,2,a}
/

X

µaj Nj



j ∈{1,2,a}
/

Note that (Y1 + Y2 )(1 − µaa ) = F1 + F2 , therefore we obtain that:
(1 − µaa )
Hence:

F

1 N1

X
+ F2 N2 
µaj Nj
=1+
F1 + F2
j ∈{1,2,a}
/

F N + F N 
X
F1 N1 + F2 N2
1 1
2 2
= 1 + µaa
+
µaj Nj
F1 + F2
F1 + F2
j ∈{1,2,a}
/

This proves that equation (6) is satisfied.




2 N2
Now we need to prove that Ni = 1 + µia F1 NF11 +F
+ j ∈{1,2,a}
µij Nj for j ∈
/ {1, 2, a}
/
+F2
P
(equation 7). Given that µia = µi1 +µi2 , and given that Ni = 1+µi1 N1 +µi2 N2 + j ∈{1,2,a}
µij Nj
/
(by definition), we obtain that this equality holds if and only if:

µi1 N1 + µi2 N2 = (µi1 + µi2 )

F

P

1 N1

+ F2 N2 
F1 + F2

When N1 = N2 , this equality is obviously satisfied (condition i) of Proposition 3). When
N1 6= N2 , we find that this equality is satisfied if and only if:
µj1 F2 = µj2 F1
This equality corresponds to condition ii) of Proposition 3.
Proposition 4: The proof of Proposition 4 follows the same logic as Proposition 3, by taking
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Ṽi instead of Fi , and ϕij instead of µij .

Data Appendix: Other data sources
Industry characteristics are obtained from various sources. I use the NBER-CES database
(Bartelsman, Becker and Gray, 2000) to construct an index of capital intensity (value of capital
stock over wages), skill intensity (share of non-production-worker wages in total wages) and
productivity. The NBER-CES database is available for manufacturing industries in the SIC
1987 classification and includes all benchmark years between 1967 and 1992. Data on R&D
intensity are obtained from the National Science Foundation and is available from 1982. An
index of product specificity has been developed by Rauch (1999). Rauch (1999) classifies goods
into three categories: goods traded on integrated markets, goods with reference prices and
other goods classified as specific. I simply use a dummy being equal to one when goods are
specific.36 I also use an index of dependence in external finance following Rajan and Zingales
(1998) methodology. Concentration indices are obtained from the Census, which provides
the Herfindahl index and the share of production by the 4 largest companies for each 1987
SIC manufacturing industry. Finally, US trade data are available in the 1972 SIC classification
(after 1958) and 1987 SIC classification (after 1972) for manufacturing industries from Feenstra
(1996), Abowd (1991) and Pierce and Schott (2009). For the last subsection of this paer (on
imports across source countries) I complement the trade data with Penn World Table data on
GDP per capita, data on endowments in capital and skilled labor from Hall and Jones (1999)
and data on judicial quality from Kaufmann, Kraay, and Mastruzzi (2003).

Table 11: Mean and standard deviation of industry variables
Variable
Number of stages
Stages to final demand
Specificity
R&D intensity
Capital intensity
Skill intensity
Productivity
Productivity growth
Financial Dependence
Top 4 share
Import penetration

Mean
1.684
1.574
0.744
1.944
1.124
0.357
0.978
0.024
0.166
40.36
0.096

Std. Dev.
0.251
0.672
0.386
1.942
0.615
0.112
0.113
0.081
1.490
19.84
0.110

Notes: Mean and standard deviation of the main variables across
industries.

36

Rauch classification follows SITC revision 2. My final index is then the fraction of goods within each 1987
being categorized as specific in the SITC classification.
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